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In order to study the optimal prestress level of RC (reinforced concrete) beams strengthened by SMA bars, the finite element
software ABAQUSwas used to numerically simulate the shear performance of RC beams strengthened by SMA bars with different
prestress levels. By using the finite element software ABAQUS, the model of RC beams strengthened by SMA bars with different
prestressing levels was established. -e influence of SMA bars with different prestressing levels on the shear capacity of RC beams
was analyzed from the aspects of stress, strain, load, deflection, and maximum bearing capacity, and the failure types and failure
processes of RC beams strengthened with different prestressing levels were obtained. Comparing the numerical simulation results
with the experimental results, it is found that the error between the finite element simulation results and the experimental results is
less than 10%.

1. Introduction

In the finite element simulation, various materials in
buildings use the material constitutive model to simulate
their own properties, such as the stress-strain relationship.
-e constitutive models of concrete materials in the finite
element software ABAQUS include the plastic damage
model, smeared cracking model, and brittle cracking model
of concrete. It can not only impose arbitrary reciprocating
load on the concrete structure but also simulate various
behaviors of the concrete structure under arbitrary recip-
rocating load, such as concrete crack development, concrete
damage, and concrete stiffness recovery. At the same time, it
also considers the degradation of elastic stiffness caused by
tension and compression plastic strain and the stiffness
recovery under cyclic loading, which has good convergence.

Based on the concrete constitutive model in ABAQUS,
this paper debugs the materials in actual engineering on the
basis of the existing constitutive model, which obtains the

constitutive model that meets the requirements of numerical
analysis. -rough comparison and verification, the plastic
constitutive damage model was selected to simulate the
stress-strain relationship and load-deflection relationship of
the test components.

2. Finite Element Model of RC Beam

2.1. Test Scheme. In this experiment, 5 reinforced concrete
beams were designed. One beam (RCL1) was used as the
benchmark beam without reinforcement, the other 3 beams
(RCL2, RCL3, and RCL4) were reinforced with SMA bars of
different prestress levels, and the other was used as the spare
beam. -e pseudostatic loading test was carried out on 5
beams.-e size of the test beam is 100× 200×1300mm. Two
tensile rebars are arranged in the tensile area of the test
beam. -e longitudinal reinforcement ratio is 1.92%, which
is less than the limit reinforcement ratio of 2.62%. -e shear
span ratio is 2.5. -e concrete strength is C30, and the
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thickness of the protective layer is 20mm. -e spacing of
bars is 150mm. -e longitudinal reinforcement is an
HRB400 rebar with a diameter of 12mm. -e auxiliary steel
bar is an HPB300 rebar with a diameter of 10mm. -e
stirrup is an HPB300 hot rolled plain rebar with a diameter
of 6mm. -ere are 8 reinforcement strain gages. -e di-
ameter of SMA bars used to reinforce concrete beams is
2.2mm, and the sectional area is 3.8mm2. -e shear span
ratio and the spacing of SMA bars outside the concrete of
each test beam were the same. -e experimental loading
device is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Element Selection. In the finite element simulation
analysis, whether a more accurate convergence solution can
be obtained depends on the error of the model used. A good
finite element model requires not only high mesh quality but
also an appropriate element control structure type. ABA-
QUS contains a large number of element libraries, which can
basically simulate finite element models of arbitrary geo-
metric shapes in actual engineering. -e most commonly
used elements are the solid element, shell element, and beam
element. In this paper, a C3D8R three-dimensional entity
element is adopted.

2.3. Material Model. In the finite element analysis of
structures, it is very important to determine the properties of
materials. -erefore, at the beginning of the preparation
stage of the test, it is necessary to test the material first to
provide more accurate data support for the definition of
material properties in the finite element.

-e stress and strain obtained in the reinforcement
material property test are transformed into real stress and
strain. -en, the real strain is transformed into two parts:
elastic strain and plastic strain. Based on the existing con-
stitutive theory, the damage plasticity constitutive model of
concrete is established by using the yield criterion. -e
constitutive model suitable for the finite element simulation
of the project is obtained through the corresponding
debugging and calculation of the materials used in the actual
project.

2.4. Boundary Conditions and Meshing. For general rein-
forced concrete structures, embedded boundary conditions
are usually used in the finite element model analysis, which
means the reinforcement is directly embedded into the
concrete, ignoring the bonding effect between the rein-
forcement and the concrete. For reinforced beams, tie
boundary conditions are used between concrete and SMA
bars. -e steel bar and shape memory alloy parts are shown
in Figures 2 and 3. An arc length method is adopted to solve
the problem. In order to achieve better analytical conver-
gence of the model, the initial increment is set to a small
value.-e calculation accuracy and convergence effect of the
finite element model are guaranteed by a reasonable
meshingmethod.-emesh size selected for the wholemodel
is 0.02. Model establishment and mesh partition are shown
in Figure 4.

3. Comparison and Analysis of Simulation
Results and Experimental Results

-e results of four groups of concrete beams were obtained
by ABAQUS analysis, including the plastic strain nepho-
gram of concrete beams, the stress nephogram of reinforcing
bars, and the stress nephogram of SMA bars. -e load-
deflection curve data of the beam, the failure mode of the
beam, and the ultimate load that the beam can bear obtained
by the finite element software ABAQUS are compared with
the test data, which shows the results of the two that are very
consistent.

3.1. Analysis of Beam Plastic Strain Nephogram. Figure 5
presents four groups of reinforced concrete beams with
plastic stress and strain strength nephogram obtained from
finite element numerical simulation analysis. It can be seen
from the figure that the maximum principal tensile stress of
the beam is concentrated at the bottom of the beam and
extends along the oblique section direction of the beam from
the middle two sides of the beam. -e maximum tensile
stress in the compression zone of the beam is negative, which
is usually called the maximum principal compressive stress.
When the maximum principal tensile stress of concrete is
greater than the tensile strength, the beam will crack, and the
direction of the crack extension is perpendicular to the
direction of the maximum principal tensile stress, which is
consistent with the test results.

3.2. Failure Mode Analysis. Failure modes are shown in
Figure 6. Figures 7∼10 show the results obtained from the
analysis of the finite element software of ABAQUS, in-
cluding the stress nephogram of reinforcement and the
plastic strain nephogram of the beam, through which the
failure modes of the beam are analyzed.

3.2.1. Nephogram of Concrete Plastic Strain. By analyzing
the plastic strain nephogram of concrete in each specimen, it
can be seen that there are two kinds of failure modes. Among
them, RCL1, RCL2, and RCL3 have shear compression
failure, whose failure characteristics are as follows: after the
appearance of bending-shear oblique crack, the load can still
maintain a relatively large increase. With the increase of
load, other bending-shear inclined cracks will appear suc-
cessively, and one of them will develop into a major inclined

Figure 1: Test loading device diagram.
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crack, which is called the critical diagonal crack. As the load
continues to increase, it is concentrated at the upper end of
the critical diagonal crack near the point of application.
When the beam reaches the ultimate bearing capacity, the
shear section of the inclined section is shown as a plastic
zone, which expands from the lower support to the upper
end of the pad where the load is applied so that the concrete
is destroyed. When the prestress level of SMA bars is in-
creased, the plastic strain value and the zone of concrete in
the shear zone will decrease. On the contrary, the plastic
strain value and the zone of the concrete in the compression
zone increase with the increase of the prestress level of SMA
bars, which is consistent with the experimental data. When
the prestress level of 14% is applied to the strengthened
beams in RCL4, it can be seen that bending failure occurs to
the beams at this time, and the maximum plastic strain is
concentrated at the flexural section of the beams. In the
beginning, the plastic strain area extends from the lower end
of the bearing to the place where the load gasket is applied.
Because the prestress applied by the beams of the Group 4 of
reinforced beams is larger, the SMA reinforcement will
produce a large prestress, which increases the constraint on
the beam, inhibits the extension of concrete cracks in the
shear zone, strengthens the shear zone, and makes the
bending zone become a weak zone. With the increase of
load, the plastic strain value and the plastic strain area of
concrete in the shear zone are increasing.-e concrete in the

compression zone is crushed, and the bending failure of
RCL4 finally occurs, which is consistent with the current
experimental results.

3.2.2. Nephogram of Steel Bar Stress. From Figures 7 and 10
beam stress nephogram, the maximum stress intensity
values of RCL1, RCL2, and RCL3 beams are located in the
shear zone of the beam, that is, the pressure path stirrup
where the bearing expands to the load cushion block. -e
increase of SMA reinforced prestress makes the stirrup yield
load increase. Because the longitudinally compressed steel
bar is not the main force component, it acts as the erecting
steel bar, so it yields earlier. When the external load applied
reaches the maximum load that the beam can bear, the
stirrup at this time reaches the yield strength, and the crack
runs through the entire beam interface in the shear zone,
causing damage to the component. However, for the RCL4
specimen, the maximum stress value of the steel bar in the
beam appears in the middle of the longitudinal tensile steel
bar. When the applied load reaches the ultimate load that the
beam can bear, although the longitudinal tensile steel bar of
the beam reaches the yield, the stirrup at this time has not
reached the yield strength, which results in the bending
failure of RCL4.

-e plastic strain diagram of concrete and Mises stress
nephograms of steel bars of each specimen were obtained by
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Figure 2: Reinforcement components.

Figure 4: Mesh division of finite element model.
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Figure 3: Shape memory alloy components.
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ABAQUS finite element analysis software. -e results show
that the failure position of the beam simulated by ABAQUS
is basically the same as the failure position of the test beam,
which indicates that ABAQUS can well simulate the whole
process of the beam failure.

3.3. Stress Nephogram Analysis of SMA Bars.
Figures 11(a)–11(c) show the stress cloud images of SMA
bars with prestressing levels of 6%, 10%, and 14%, respec-
tively. It can be seen that the stress of SMA bars increases
gradually in the process of load, and the stress near the
bottom support of the reinforced concrete beam is the
largest, which gradually spreads to both ends of the beam.
-e SMA bars with the prestress level of 14% produce the

greatest stress, which is equivalent to creating a hoop for the
reinforced concrete beam.

3.4. Load-Deflection Curve Analysis. -e relationship be-
tween the simulated load of RCL1, RCL2, RCL3, and RCL4
and the midspan deflection curve was obtained through
finite element software analysis. From the simulation results,
the load deflection curves of each specimen can be divided
into three stages.

3.4.1. Elastic Stage. With the increase of the load applied to
the beam, the midspan deflection of the beam has a linear
relationship with the load. -e load-displacement curves of
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Figure 5: Plastic strain nephogram of concrete. (a) Plastic strain diagram of RCL1 concrete. (b) Plastic strain diagram of RCL2
concrete. (c) Plastic strain diagram of RCL3 concrete. (d) Plastic strain diagram of RCL4 concrete.
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the four groups of specimens in the elastic stage are basically
coincident, which indicates that the cracks in the shear zone
of the beams strengthened with SMA bars do not appear at
this stage. -ere is no significant difference in the ductility
and strength between the treated SMA bars and the un-
treated SMA bars.

3.4.2. Elastoplastic Stage. With the increase of the applied
load, the midspan deflection of the beam no longer has a
linear relationship with the load, and the concrete in the
shear area appears the oblique plastic zone along with the
support to the cushion area, which indicates that the steel
wire rope bears the part of the shear force, has a constraint
effect on the beam body, and inhibits the development of

oblique cracks. -e maximum shear capacity of SMA
reinforced beams is higher than that of unreinforced beams.

3.4.3. Plastic Failure Stage. -e plastic zone of concrete in
the compression zone of the first three groups of specimens
extends to the whole beam height section, but the plastic
zone of the fourth group of members is at the midspan
bending of the beam. With the decrease of the load-de-
flection curve, the deflection of the midspan beam increases
rapidly with the increase of the applied load. -e reduction
speed of the shear bearing capacity of the first group is
significantly higher than that of the latter three groups. In the
finite element simulation analysis stage, the SMA bars in the
strengthened beammembers are all intact. It can also be seen

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Diagram of shear failure of test beam. (a) Overall diagram of RCL1 limit damage. (b) Overall diagram of RCL2 limit
damage. (c) Overall diagram of RCL3 limit damage. (d) Overall diagram of RCL4 limit damage.
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from the figure that there is a long horizontal straight
segment in the load-deflection curve.-e results obtained by
simulation are in good agreement with those obtained by the
experiment. From the simulation results, Table 1 shows the
results of reinforcing beams with SMA bars. It can be seen
that the strength and ductility of beams have been improved.

-e finite element simulation results are compared with
the experimental results, as shown in Figure 12.-e ultimate
load value of the beam obtained by ABAQUS finite element
software is very close to that obtained by the experiment.-e
gap between the two methods is within 10%. Due to the
elastic-plastic constitutive relation cannot reach the given
yield condition, there is a certain error between the finite
element results and the experimental results, but these errors
are within 10%, which belongs to the acceptable range,
indicating that it can be applied to the comparative analysis
of the shear performance of RC beams strengthened with
SMA bars.

3.5. Comparison of Relationship between the Maximum
Bearing Capacity and the Level of Prestress. Various pa-
rameters used in the ABAQUS finite element model are
the same as those used in the test, such as reinforcement
ratio of SMA bars and spacing of reinforcement hoop. It
can be seen from Figure 13 that the maximum shear
capacity of the first three groups of beams increases with
the increase of prestressing of SMA bars. For the fourth
group of strengthened beams, when the prestress of SMA
bars is 14%, the bending failure occurs, and the ultimate
bearing capacity of the beam is less than that of the third
group. -e main reason is that the large prestress in-
creases the binding effect on the beam and reduces the
crack extension of the beam in the shear zone. -e
corresponding strengthening of the shear zone makes the
compression zone become a weak zone, thereby changing
the failure mode of the beam. -erefore, the prestress
level generated by setting SMA bars should not be too
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Figure 7: Failure mode of RCL1. (a) Plastic strain nephogram of RCL1 concrete. (b) Mises stress nephogram of RCL1 bar.
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Figure 8: Failure mode of RCL2. (a) Plastic strain nephogram of RCL2 concrete. (b) Mises stress nephogram of RCL2 bar.
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Figure 9: Continued.
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Figure 9: Failure mode of RCL3. (a) Plastic strain nephogram of RCL3 concrete. (b) Mises stress nephogram of RCL3 bar.
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Figure 10: Failure mode of RCl4. (a) Plastic strain nephogram of RCL4 concrete. (b) Mises stress nephogram of RCL4 bar.
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Figure 11: Simulated stress cloud of SMA bars. (a) RCL2 simulated stress nephogram of SMA bars. (b) RCL3 simulated stress nephogram of
SMA bars. (c) RCL4 simulated stress nephogram of SMA bars.

Table 1: Simulation results of the main feature points of load deflection.

Test specimen
number

Prestress
level (%)

Ultimate
load (kN)

Percentage increase in the
ultimate load of reinforced

specimens (%)
Midspan deflection corresponding to ultimate load (mm)

RCL1 — 79 — 13.04
RCL2 6 83 5.06 14.89
RCL3 10 89 12.66 20.79.
RCL4 14 86 8.86 15.69
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Figure 12: Continued.
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high. In addition, for the same prestress produced by the
same prestress level, the ultimate load value of the beam
obtained by simulation is greater than that of the test
data.

4. Conclusion

By comparing the results of finite element numerical sim-
ulation with the experimental results, the conclusions are as
follows:

(1) Both finite element analysis and laboratory tests
show that shear failure occurs in the first three
groups of beams, and bending failure occurs in the
fourth group of beams.

(2) -e finite element simulation and test of the pro-
ceeds of the load-deflection curves show that the
strength and ductility of beams strengthened with
SMA bars are greatly improved. -e beam deflection
of the curve can be divided into three stages.-e first
stage is the elastic stage, the main character is the
linear relation between deflection and load, and
deflection increases linearly with the load. -e sec-
ond stage is the elastic-plastic stage, which is mainly
characterized by a plastic zone that appears in this
part of the region extending from the shear zone of
the beam to the loading place.-e increase rate of the
applied load is less than that of mid-span deflection,
so the load-deflection curve is no longer linear. -e
third stage is the plastic stage. -e plastic zone of the
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Figure 12: Comparison of deflection curves of simulated and tested loads. (a) Comparison of RCL1 simulation and test load deflection
curves. (b) Comparison of deflection curves of simulated and tested RCL2 loads. (c) Comparison of RCL3 simulation and test load deflection
curves. (d) Comparison of deflection curves of simulated and tested loads in RCL4.
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Figure 13: Comparison diagram of relationship between prestress level and maximum bearing capacity.
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fourth group of test beams is mainly concentrated in
the middle of the span, and the load-deflection curve
decreases. -e deflection of the midspan beam in-
creases rapidly with the increase of load.

(3) -e numerical simulation results are significantly
higher than the experimental results for the ultimate
bearing capacity of the strengthened beams. -e
reasons for the difference between the test results and
the numerical simulation results are that the contact
between the beam and the bearing is not close
enough, the contact between the distribution beam
and the beam body is not close enough, and the
loading method is different. But the error is less than
10%, which meets the value specified in the code.
[1–10].
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